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In this paper we describe apneumatically actuated fibre-optic spanner integrated into a microfluidic Lab-5 
on-a-Chip device for the controlled trapping and rotation of living cells. The dynamic nature of the 
systemallows interactive control over the rotation speed with the same optical power.The use of a multi-
layer device makes it possible to rotate a cell both in the imaging plane and also in a perpendicular plane 
allowing tomographic imaging of the trapped living cell. The integrated device allows easy operation and 
by combining it with high-resolution confocal microscopy we show for the first time that the pattern of 10 
rotation can give information regarding the sub-cellular composition of a rotated cell.
Optical trapping is a powerful tool for manipulating microscopic 
objects1 including living cells. In addition to  holding the trapped 
object in place, it is also possible to rotate it using the intrinsic 
spin2,3, orbital angular momentum4,5 or anisotropic beam shape6 15 
however all of these systems require complex optical equipment. 
 Dual-beam optical traps7 are created when two, diverging 
counter propagating beamsoverlap and form a stable trap in the 
centre of the two beams. The large area and diverging nature 
provides a less photo-damagingtechnique for holding and 20 
manipulating living cells8,9,6. Recent developments have 
increased the range of possible manipulations which can be 
carried out with dual beam traps to include mechanical 
phenotyping of living cells9,10, optical rotation6 and optofluidic 
rotation. The development of dual-beam fibre traps11 simplifies 25 
the creation and integration of such traps into microfluidic 
systems12–14 allowing for high throughput measurements and 
more complex microfluidic processing. 
 The fibre optic spanner15 is a form of dual-beam trap where the 
optical fibres are intentionally misaligned to provide a torque on 30 
the trapped object from the asymmetry of the trapping light 
beams, andit can be used to rotate cells around an axis 
perpendicular to the misalignment. In theory this allows cells to 
be rotated around any angle by correctly arranging the fibre 
positions, however accurate control of the fibre position and 35 
angle limits the usability of such a system. 
 Here we present a dynamically reconfigurable system for 
positioning the optical fibres within a dual-beam trap. The 
positioning is achieved using the elastic nature of PDMS devices 
and by pneumatically applying air pressure to specifically 40 
designed membranes16,17. Multilayer PDMS microfabrication 
allows such membranes to be placed both in the plane of the fibre 
as well as above it, to allow adjustment of the fibre in orthogonal 
directions, opening the door to rotate cells around an axis 
perpendicular to the imaging plane of the microscope for single 45 
cell tomography. 
Experimental  
The device is made up of a PDMS chip housing two optical fibres 
aligned to each other across a microfluidic flow channel, and 
pneumatic actuators next to the fibres to dynamically adjust the 50 
positions of the fibres. The actuators move the fibres by applying 
Figure 1 a) Schematic representation of the device, showing the aligned 
dual-beam trap in the absence of external pressure and the repositioning 
of the optical fibres when additional pressure is applied to the fibre pads, 55 
causing controlled rotation of the trapped cell. b) Image of a fabricated 
device next to a 1 Euro coin, showing the flow channel (blue), fibre 
channels (yellow) and fibre pad features (green). c) Micrograph of the 
trap region with the fibres inserted d) Measure of the offset of one arm of 
the trap (measured at the middle of the flow channel) after repeated 60 
cycling of the fibre pads. e) Detail of the time response of the device to a 
pressurisation of the fibre pad (blue) and the time-response fit (red) to the 
data giving a time constant of 10 µs. f-i) Micrographs of the movement of 
an optical fibre by applying an external pressure. Scale bars are 200 µm. 
a pressure to one side of a thin PDMS membrane which in turn 65 
pushes the fibre away. By moving the fibres from their aligned 
position, it is possible to create a reconfigurable fibre optic 
spanner capable of controlling the rotation speed of single cells 
held in the optical trap. 
 The additional freedom of controlling the fibre misalignment 70 
allows more detailed characterization of the rotating cell. 
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Figure 2a) Sequential micrographs of a trapped U2OS GFP-Lamin A 
expressing cell rotating in the reconfigurable spanner trap. GFP shown in 
green and the DNA is visualised using DRAQ5 stain shown in red. Each 
image is taken after 1/8 of the rotation period. Scale bar is 10 µm. b) 5 
Rotation rate as a function of total optical power for a single cell showing 
the highly linear relationship. c) Rotation rate as a function of applied 
pressure showing the optimum fibre arrangement. d) Decreasing the ratio 
of PDMS curing agent to elastomer of a device results in a larger 
displacement of the optical fibre within the device for the same pressure. 10 
Device Fabrication 
Devices were fabricated using standard PDMS moulding 
techniques from a photolithography defined SU8 master. Briefly 
SU8-2025 (MicrochemInc) was spin coated onto 3" Si 
wafers(Silicon Materials) to form 125 µm thick layer to allow the 15 
easy insertion of the optical fibres18, and then features were 
created using UV photolithography from an acetate mask. Single-
layer devices were produced from 10:1 Elastomer to Curing agent 
(Syl-Guard185),which was mixed and poured onto the SU8 
master. After baking for at least 3hrs at 80 °C, the device was 20 
peeled from the SU8 and plasma bonded to a microscope 
coverslip using air plasma generated by a plasma oxidiser 
(Diener) and further baked for 1 hr at 80 °C. 
 Multi-layer devices were produced in a similar manner to 
Hulme19.Briefly, the top layer containing the z-adjustment pads 25 
were produced as above, however instead of bonding to a 
microscope coverslip, they were plasma bonded to a thin layer of 
PDMS which was spin coated onto a silanised (Sigma-Aldrich) 
glass slide. Once the top layer had sealed to the thin layer of 
PDMS, both layers were peeled away from the supporting glass 30 
slide. The bottom layer was prepared by pouring 10:1 mixed 
PDMS: curing agent onto the SU8 master and aligning the top 
layer to the fibre channels under a microscope. The multi-layer 
device was then baked for at least 3hrs at 80C to cure the liquid 
PDMS and seal it to the top layer. Finally the multi-layer 35 
structure was cut out of the master and sealed to a 150 µm thick 
layer of PDMS using air plasma treatment, to form the bottom 
wall of the fluidic channel.  
 Elastomer was used to fill the fibre channels to provide 
refractive-index matching between the device walls and the 40 
optical fibre20,21.In order to minimise the possibility of trapping 
an air bubbles in front of the fibres, which would cause the light 
to be scattered, the elastomer was filled into the channels under 
vacuum and the optical fibres were dipped in elastomer before 
insertion to ensure the surface was fully wetted. Optical fibres 45 
were then manually inserted into the fibre channels and externally 
secured in place with the fibre aligned with the end of the fibre  
channel, leaving a small volume of liquid PDMS to allow the 
fibre to easily move. The system was then visually checked to 
ensure that there was no debris or air between the end of the fibre 50 
and the channel wall, which could scatter the light and disrupt the 
trapping. 
Cell Culture 
HEK293 andU2OS cells (ATCC: HBT-96 and ATCC: CRL-1573 
respectively) were cultivated at 37°C, 5% CO2in DMEM medium 55 
containing 10% fetal calf serum and 4 mM L-glutamine. Cells 
were regularly passaged every three days and kept in the 
exponential growth phase. Nuclear staining was performed 
utilizing DRAQ5 (abcam) according to the manufactures manual. 
Device Operation 60 
Microfluidic flow was regulated using custom, automated air-
over-liquid pumps. The microfluidic channels of the devices were 
first flushed with 3% BSA (Sigma-Aldrich) to reduce cell  
 
adhesion to the device walls22, then with 1x PBS (Sigma-Aldrich) 65 
and finally with the cell samples. 
 Control of the fibre position was achieved by inflating the 
triangular fibre pad features using pneumatic regulators (Marsh 
Bellofram) as can be seen in Figure 1.Imaging of the trapped and 
rotated cell was performed usingeither a CCD camera (ProSilica 70 
680, AVT Technologies) or a laser-scanning confocal (SP5, Leica 
microsystems). 
Data Analysis 
Videos of the cells were processed using bespoke analysis written 
in MatLab. Images were aligned using the imregister function, 75 
thresholded and the position of contrast features were tracked 
over time. The average rotation rate was calculated by linear 
fitting of the angle vs time curve. Instantaneous rotation rate was 
calculated for each frame by taking the numerical differentiation 
of the curve. The resulting data was then low-passed. 80 
Device Characterisation 
Applying pressure to one side of the membrane can provide 
enough force to displace the fibre (Figure 1f-i) even at moderate 
pressures (~700 mbar), well below the breaking pressure of the 
device at ~4 bar). The pneumatic displacement of the fibre is 85 
reversible and repeatable (Figure 1d) and can be actuated many 
times with little change in the resulting position. The movement 
of the fibre is fast (Figure 1e) with the fibre moving to its new 
position in less than 100 ms. The elastic properties of the PDMS 
determine the size of the displacement for a given pressure. By 90 
decreasing the curing agent to elastomer ratio of the PDMS, 
softer devices can be produced23 which are capable of larger 
displacements (Figure 2 d), however the breaking pressure of the 
device is lower (see Supporting FigureS1) and the fabrication is 
made more difficult with the softer material. The curing 95 
temperature has also been shown to affect the material properties 
of the resulting devices, however we saw very little difference in 
the fibre displacements between devices baked at different 
temperatures between 45 °C and 100 °C (see Supporting Figure 
S2). Also changes in the refractive index of PDMS have  been 100 
reported when the preparation method was varied. This effect is 
especially important, when PDMS devices are used as optical 
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Figure 3Rotation rate dependence on cell orientation. a) Graph of rotation 
velocity vs cell-angle. Periodic structure can be seen in the rotation rate 
and analysis of the images show that cell rotation speed depends on the 
alignment between the optical trap and the cell contents, particularly the 5 
nucleus (DRAQ5 nuclear stain shown in red). b) Repeatability of the 
nuclear orientation and cell rotation speed. Cells rotate faster when the 
long axis of an elliptical nucleus is collinear with the trap axis. c) Angular 
plot of the orientation of the nucleus at the fastest (green and yellow) and 
slowest (red and blue) points during the rotation. Solid lines are the mean 10 
angle and the coloured areas correspond to the standard deviation. 
 
tools, for example as optofluidic lenses17. In our case, a different 
refractive index will also result in changes to the rotation for a 
given offset. Analysis of the trap position by ray optics shows a 15 
negligible shift in the trap displacement over the range of PDMS 
refractive indices used. 
 
In-plane Rotation 
 Such displacements are enough to be able to rotate a cell, as 20 
can be seen in Figure 2. The fibres were first aligned with no 
additional pressure to form a stable non-rotating trap where the 
long axis of the cell aligns along the optical trap, before pressure 
was applied. Image analysis of the rotating cell provides details 
of the angle and rotation speed as shown in Figure 2b. 25 
 Control of the rotation rate can be achieved by modulating 
either the optical power or the offset between the fibres. Figure 2 
demonstrates the control over the rotation rate obtainable using 
the device. Figure 2b shows the linear dependence of the rotation 
rate on the optical power in the trap. As expected, increasing the 30 
power linearly increases the rotation rate.Figure 2cshowsthe 
rotation rate against fibre offset, showing the increase in rotation 
rate until a maximum is reached, beyond which the offset is too 
large and the rotation rate decreases again. 
Sub-cellular dependencies  35 
 Detailed analysis of the rotation reveals that the rotation in 
such a system is not constant, but has periodic features. Figure 3a 
is a typical rotation rate curve showing the periodic features 
present in optical spanner rotation. Further investigation shows 
that it is the orientation of the sub-cellular organelles within the 40 
optical trap which determines this substructure in the rotation 
rate. The optical forces acting on the trapped cell originate from 
differences in refractive index and so can be separated into those 
acting on the surface of the spheroidal cell and those acting on the 
organelles with a refractive index contrast to the cytoplasm. 45 
Because the distribution of refractive index inside the cell is not 
isotropic, as the cell rotates, the forces generated by interaction 
with the light beam will change, giving rise to this periodic 
structure. The nucleus, the largest organelle, with the large, dense 
packing of DNA provides most of this anisotropic force as can be 50 
seen in Figure 3a and c where the orientation of the nuclear long 
axis lies parallel to the optical axis when the cell is rotating at its 
fastest and perpendicularly to the trap axis when the cell is 
rotating at its slowest. Analysis of these periodic structures in the 
rotation rate could provide novel insight into the size, shape and 55 
refractive index of nuclei, in a non-contact, label-free technique 
and may lead to rapid diagnostic tools for diseases which affect 
nuclear morphology such as Emery-Dreifuss dystrophy24, 
Hutchinson–Gilford progeria syndrome25 as well as a wide range 
of other laminopathies26,27. As well as diseases related to the 60 
nuclear proteins, it may also be possible to diagnose and 
characterise other serious diseases. Changes in nuclear 
morphology are one of the primary markers for the diagnosis of 
cancer28,29 and the ability to rapidly measure, at the single-cell 
level, properties of the nuclear morphology may provide a 65 
powerful diagnostic tool. 
Tomographic Rotation 
 By applying pressure from above the fibre in a multi-layer 
device, it is possible to push the fibre downwards into the PDMS 
layer below the device and thus create a vertical offset between 70 
the fibres. In order to test this possibility we created a multi-layer 
version of the device which included additional pressure pads 
above one of the optical fibres, separated by a flexible, thin 
PDMS membrane. Such a displacement induces a rotation around 
the fluidic flow axis, as shown in Figure 4e and f. In contrast to 75 
the in-plane rotation, such tomographic rotation visualises the 
trapped cell from different directions. Although rotation 
properties in this direction is harder to measure, it offers the 
possibility to perform tomography on the trapped cell by imaging 
it from a series of different angles. It can be assumed that the 80 
tomographic rotation would experience the same periodic 
features as seen in the in-plane rotation, resulting in an 
uncertainty regarding the orientation of the cell during image 
acquisition. However this can be compensated for in post-
processing using algorithms to register the unknown angles 85 
during tomographic reconstruction30,31. 
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Figure 4 Rotation of optically trapped cells around an axis perpendicular 
to the trapping axis. a) Schematic of the xz cross-section through the 
device showing the multilayer device. b) Vertical adjustment is provided 
by the top layer pads (red) which when pressurized push the fibre 5 
downwards into the soft PDMS base of the device. c) false-coloured 
micrograph of the multi-layer device showing the features of the device - 
flow channel in blue, optical fibre channels in yellow, same layer pads in 
green and top layer pads in red. d) yz cross section through the device. 
Scale bar is 100 µm. e) Transmission images of a HEK293 cell rotating 10 
through 360 degrees. f) Confocal fluorescence of the nuclear envelope of 
a the same HEK293 cell expressing GFP-Lamin A as the cell is rotated 
around the vertical axis allowing for a more detailed view of the nuclear 
envelope structure. Scale bar is 10 µm. 
 15 
 
Conclusions 
The integration of pneumatic valves into a dual-beam optical trap 
allows for the reconfigurable rotation of living cells around both 
the optical axis and a perpendicular axis. Rotation around the 20 
optical axis allows for accurate observation of the rotation rate, 
which is dependent on the size and composition of the particular 
cell. The system allows further details of the rotation rate 
properties of living cells held in the trap and may offer new 
insights and diagnostic possibilities for rapid cell characterisation. 25 
The reconfigurable nature of the device also allows the rotator to 
be optimised for the particular cell type, or even the particular 
cell, to give the optimum rotation rate for the available optical 
power and account for differences in cell size between samples. 
The rotation rate observed in the system is sensitive to the 30 
distribution of refractive index within the cell and it may be 
possible to gain further insight into the current cell state by 
observing the details of the rotation curve. In particular, changes 
to the morphology and localization of the nucleus may give rise 
to observable changes in the substructure of the rotation pattern, 35 
giving rise to a contactless, non-destructive, marker-free analysis 
of the sub-cellular conditions.  
The extension of the system into multi-layer devices allows the 
optical fibres to be manipulated in two orthogonal directions and 
creates the possibility to rotate a living cell around an axis 40 
orthogonal to the optical axis and allows the cell to be visualised 
from different directions and opens the door to using the system 
for single-cell tomography. 
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